GKMS EXPECTATIONS GRID

Be Respectful

Be Responsible

Be Safe

*Listen
*Use kind words
*Treat materials with care
*Let others do their best
*Participate appropriately
*Walk at all times
*Move quietly
*Closer locker gently
*During a class period, walk
single file
*Wash Hands
*Be considerate of other’s
privacy
*Use appropriate language and
volume

*Be prepared
*Be on time
*Do your best
*Stay on task

*Stay in assigned areas
*Keep hands, feet, other
objects to myself

*Always be moving
*Put trash in proper bin
*Have a pass when out of class
*Go directly to my destination

*Walk at all time
*Keep to the right
*Hands to self at all times
*Secure my locker and
combination
*Wait in line patiently
*Give people privacy
*Hands to self at all times

Cafeteria

*Stay in your place in line
*Treat trays/tables with care
*Wait at your table to be
dismissed.

*Have your lunch card
*Dispose of all trash in trash
can/recycle bins before
leaving.

*Be kind to others
*Hands to self at all times
*Travel quietly to and from
lunch

AM/PM Gym

*Remain seated
*Ask a supervisor if you need
to leave the gym

*Travel quietly
*Do your own work
*Clean up area

*Hands to yourself at all times
*Walk at all times

Bus

*Treat others with kindness
*Treat bus and seats with
respect

*Travel to and from quietly
*Handle your own materials

*Hands to yourself at all times
*Use quiet voices
*Stay seated at all times
*Sit facing forward
*Follow emergency exits and
procedures

Walk/Bike

*Follow crossing guards
directions

*Be on time
*Lock your bike up

*Stay on sidewalk
*Walk bike across streets

Assembly

*Be respectful to
speaker/performer
*Be courteous
*Remain sitting forward
*Applaud positively at
expected times
*Be helpful and encouraging to
others online
*Be considerate of others’
views and needs.
*The things you write and
create should be positive,
educational and helpful to
others.
*Manage your device with care

*Pay Attention
*Sit with teacher in designated
row

*Keep hands, feet and objects
to self
*Enter and exit in an orderly
fashion
*Follow directions of your
teacher
*Practice safe use of
information and technology.
*Recognize, avoid and report
any inappropriate interactions
by others.
*Recognize, avoid and report
cyberbullying.
*Personal information should
be kept private.

Classroom

Hallway

Restroom

Technology

*Return to class promptly
*Use restroom during passing
periods
*Report Problems
*Put trash in proper bin

*Practice responsible and legal
use of technology and follow
copyright laws.
*Cite sources for any images,
videos or ideas that are not
your own.
*Use your student account for
educational purposes only.
*Carry your Chromebook with
two hands, work on a flat
surface, and use your case.
*Tilt or close the screen when
not in use.

